Mapping of the normal distribution of substance P-like immunoreactivity in the spinal trigeminal nucleus of the cat.
Although a recent preliminary report indicated a pattern of substance P-like immunoreactivity within the spinal trigeminal nucleus that is similar to the projection sites for dental afferent fibers, details of this substance P distribution are lacking. Our purpose was to describe in cats the complete normal pattern of this immunoreactivity within each of the spinal trigeminal subnuclei. Special emphasis was given to the distribution of substance P-like immunoreactive axons and terminals located in the rostral subnucleus caudalis and the periobex region of subnucleus interpolaris, as these are regions shown to receive dental afferent fibers. Careful mapping in normal cats showed, within the resolution of the light microscope, a consistent pattern of distribution that included only a portion of the previously identified dental relay sites, but was somewhat broader in certain levels and more restricted in others. The results are compared with those provided by others from regions such as the dorsal horn and subnucleus caudalis of the spinal trigeminal nucleus. The findings also provide an anatomical basis for a recent physiologic report on specific cell types associated with dental nociceptive afferent fibers. This study also provides a baseline control for future investigations of possible changes in substance P-like immunoreactivity that follows various peripheral, including dental and central, lesions.